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Executive Summary

The typical financial advisor meets with clients year-round, both because clients vary
as to when they want and feel the need to see their advisor, and simply to ‘even out’
the workload involved in preparing materials for and actually spending time seeing
clients during those meetings. The end result is that, according to the latest Kitces
Research study, the average advisor spends nearly 27 hours per week on client
service, which includes meeting preparation, planning, and the meeting itself. However,
adopting an alternative client meeting strategy – the ‘surge’ method – can dramatically
boost advisor productivity, systematizing the client review meeting in a manner that
delivers the same level of quality service (if not better) to their clients, while freeing up
as many as several months of the year to focus on other aspects of their businesses
(or personal lives!)!

In this guest post, practice management consultant and coach Stephanie Bogan
explores the client meeting surge approach, which involves developing a highly
systematized method to conduct client meetings by separating the ‘factory work’ (e.g.,
the rote tasks and routines, such as preparing forms, confirming appointments,
updating client information, etc.) from the ‘focus work’ (e.g., the intellectual work such
as detailed financial planning analyses that rely on the advisor’s knowledge and
understanding of their client’s situation). The meeting process itself is organized into
four steps: 1) scheduling meetings (where a typical surge schedule would
accommodate 3 client meetings per day, 3 days a week – generally Tuesday through
Thursday, typically scheduled over 4- to 8-week periods, and only during set months of
the year); 2) preparing the client deliverables, giving the advisor an opportunity to
review client files in advance of the meeting (typically, Mondays are set aside for
advisors to review client meeting files); 3) the actual meetings themselves; and 4)
following up with the clients, providing them meeting summaries and (automated)
personal check-ins at regular intervals after the meeting such as every 30-, 60-, and/or
90-days afterward (usually tasks that are completed on Fridays during surge weeks).

While the main concern of the surge approach is that it might seem to compromise the
advisor’s ability to provide specialized, tailored attention to each client, in reality, the
process of systematizing the ‘factory work’ actually enhances the meeting experience
by creating more time for the advisor’s ‘focus work’ that needs thoughtful discussion
and analysis, empowering the advisor to delve more deeply into these topics with the
client during their meeting. Not only does this afford the advisor the opportunity to
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closely examine complex issues facing their clients, but it also helps them more easily
identify other potential problems that might go unnoticed without the ability for a deeper
analysis, and at the same time, even strengthens the relationship with the client.

Ultimately, the key point is that the meeting surge process can offer financial advisors
more flexibility to balance their client meetings with other aspects of their businesses
by systematizing and streamlining the client meeting process, freeing up more time
throughout the year. And while the meeting surge process may involve a dramatic
mindset shift for advisors in considering how business is actually done in their firms,
the systematized approach can increase meeting efficiency and give the advisor the
opportunity to focus more on complex planning issues, which not only enhances the
meeting experience itself but also increases the actual value delivered to the client, all
over a few months during the year. Which frees up the remaining off-meeting-surge
months of the year for the advisor to consider other important issues, like how to grow
their business and enhance their service offering even more!

The odds are high you’ve been peeling your banana the wrong way.

The common technique is to grab the stem at the top and pull. If too ripe, only one leaf pulls
away, leaving the rest to be awkwardly peeled back. If not yet ripe, the unyielding stem
meets with a knife or fingernail, revealing the assaulted banana inside. In both cases, still
more work must be done to remove those pesky strings.

There is a simpler, better way to peel your banana. Do it like a monkey. Skip the handle-like
stem and opt instead for the nubby tip at the banana’s bottom. Pinch the base between your
thumb and forefinger, split with a twist and peel back two sets of intact banana skins, pesky
strings conveniently tucked inside. With this technique, you can also use the top stem as a
handle, making banana peeling clean and convenient.
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/cORX_757NbQ

The banana-peeling lesson isn’t included here to improve your breakfast experience. It is
here to invite you to rethink everything.

If you’re like most financial advisors, you are good at what you do, you want to do good work
for your clients, and you want to lead a good life in the process. You want to deliver great
service and high-quality advice to people who listen to and appreciate you. You would like to
enjoy this work and be paid well for your value. And you’d also like this greater success to
include the freedom to enjoy some time away from the office.

Despite the best of intentions, most advisory practices aren’t there yet. If you’re among the
advisors seeking a simpler, more satisfying way to help clients achieve their goals without
sacrificing your own, consider peeling your practice ‘banana’ in a different way. Consider
implementing client meeting surges.

Meeting surges are simply a shift from meeting with 2-5 clients a week all year long to
holding 3-6 client meetings per day just a few months each year. These “surges” allow you to
fully focus on client reviews in highly concentrated and organized blocks of time, offering a
major productivity hack and the opportunity to deliver more personalized advice and deeper
value while freeing up large swaths of time in your schedule.

The Meeting Surge Model, Simplified

Meeting surges are typically held over 4- to 8-week periods, during set months of the year,
but they can be held during any period and for as many months as you like. Client meetings
are held in tight formation during surge periods. Meetings are prepared for, held, and
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followed up on with a disciplined, systematic process each week.

During surge weeks, Mondays are reserved for meeting prep. Client meetings are held on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, while Fridays are reserved for follow-up work, or
free days when your system is fully operational.

The length of your surge will depend on your schedule intensity. In a typical 100-client
practice, with two client meetings per year, your client meeting count is 200. At 3 meetings
each day, client meetings can be covered in 22 very comfortable surge weeks, freeing up 7
months per year to focus on client service, investment and analytical work, continuing
education, practice management, growth, and leaving ample amounts of free time. At 4
meetings per day, 50 meeting days or 16 surge weeks are needed, freeing up 36 weeks, or
75% of the year.

The fewer number of surges you hold each year, the greater the productivity gains. Below
are samples of two model surge schedules we use in Limitless Adviser coaching. The first,
more aggressive schedule maximizes free time, with meetings surges held in two months.
The lighter schedule spreads surges over multiple months, allowing for a lighter, more
comfortable meeting load. There is some loss of efficiency for each surge period added, but
extending surges allows for fewer meetings per day, offering advisors a trade-off they can
tailor to their preferences.
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Can this work? Using the surge strategy taught in Limitless Adviser coaching, Adam Cmejla
CFP of Integrated Planning & Wealth Management reduced his work hours from 40-45 hours
a week to 25 hours per week, all while doubling his revenue – in only 15 months.

“Meeting surges allowed me to get hyper-efficient, very much refocused my time and gave
me the time to ramp up my revenue. Total game-changer.” In Financial Advisor Success
Podcast #140, Adam tells the story of how he stopped staying stuck and traded his
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frustration for coaching that led him to rethink everything, including why he’d settled for so
long.

Meeting Surges: An Old Idea Offers New Possibilities

There are few practice management strategies that afford you the opportunity to boost your
own personal productivity and enhance client value at the same time, at essentially no cost,
while simultaneously gifting you with greater ease, satisfaction, and success.

My first experience with meeting surges came after my husband and I hired our financial
advisor 20 years ago. Each May, we jumped on a conference call with our advisors, and
each November, we flew up to Northern California for our annual review meeting. The
meeting process and presentation were consistent each time. I recall being impressed by the
professionalism, polish, and predictability of their process, and I always felt that the
conversations were personalized around what was happening in our lives – financially and
otherwise. This process was not exclusive to us, but consistent across all the firm’s clientele.

How did this save my advisors’ time? Each meeting’s standard agenda items, market
commentary, and special subject matter were prepared at one time for use by all advisors
with all clients during the meeting cycle. This affords ample time to focus and be thoughtful in
the very specialized task of considering, meeting with, and advising clients. The more
specialized your clients, the more systematized the process can be and the greater value
you can deliver.

Like most affluent clients, we didn’t often speak to our advisors outside of these meetings,
though a quick phone call was always warmly received and the wisdom we needed readily
dispensed. I noted then the efficiency and effectiveness of it, but what struck me most was
that our advisors were so present and prepared for our meetings. And as a client, I always
knew what to expect every May and November, and I learned to trust the process.

Cathy Curtis CFP of Curtis Financial Planning went from stressed and sleepless at night to
taking off 60 days to travel to 6 countries in her first year implementing meeting surges.
Cathy shared her experience in Financial Advisor Success Podcast #143, saying “I have so
much less anxiety taking time off. I can plan my travel in advance and work my work surges
around my dates. It’s been so life-enhancing.”

Why then, don’t more advisors implement meeting surges? There is a persistent fear across
the profession that delivering services in a systematized way will dilute the quality of service
and advice delivered.

Quite the opposite.

Scaling Up Does Not Mean Watering Down

https://curtisfinancialplanning.com/
https://www.kitces.com/blog/cathy-curtis-financial-planning-independent-women-niche-solo/
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Click to download a copy of 7 Mindsets Of
Success Cover

The most common rebuttal I get when talking to advisors about meeting surges is the
argument, “What I do is special, I can’t water down my service like that!” My only issue with
this argument is that it simply isn’t true.

Last year I delivered a keynote at FPA National, asking an audience of thousands how many
were giving the “5-star” level of service they wanted their top clients to have? I didn’t need
the fingers from one hand to tally the total. This is not a function of intention, but rather the
toll of keeping up with the constant demands of running a practice. Demands that keep you
from delivering the service that advisors want and that steal the free time they seek.

Meeting surges inherently increase productivity
delivered by harnessing three of the 7
Mindsets of Success I shared in my Financial
Advisor Success Podcast #24: leverage, time,
and value.

You leverage your productivity by re-organizing
your people, process, and platforms into a
defined surge system. You maximize your
Advisor Return on Time (ROT) by refocusing
advisor time on the energy-creating, revenue-
producing activities. And, you deliver deeper
value to client relationships by giving clients
more of what creates that value in the first
place: your time, focus, and attention.

Meeting surges allow you to standardize the
delivery of a specialized service by
acknowledging that there are two
fundamentally different types of work to be
accounted for: factory work and focus work.

Factory work is fairly obvious, representing the
rote tasks and routines required when planning and preparing for, holding, and following up
on client meetings. Just as Henry Ford systematized the making of the Model T with an
assembly line, advisors can streamline the process of client meetings with systematic
execution. Meeting surges remove all productivity waste from the process, helping you
deliver the product (in this case, service) in the least amount of time and at the lowest
possible cost while meeting tight quality control standards.

Focus work, by contrast, is intellectual work. In the case of client relationships, it is the
intangible culmination of an advisor’s knowledge, experience, and understanding of a client’s
situation directed to the delivery of personalized advice on their behalf.

https://www.kitces.com/7-mindsets-of-success-stephanie-bogan-limitless-adviser/
https://www.kitces.com/7-mindsets-of-success-stephanie-bogan-limitless-adviser/
https://www.kitces.com/blog/stephanie-bogan-limitless-adviser-podcast-educe-mindset-drives-success-7-freedoms/
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By isolating and separating the factory from the focus work, you can experience the same
productivity gains leveraged by the industrial revolution, without sacrificing the personal
approach that has become the hallmark of trusted advisors everywhere.

In other words, you’re only systematizing the parts that are meant to be systematized – the
rote repetitive tasks of meetings – while allowing the real focus time of the meeting itself and
the conversation with clients to be as Adviser customized and personalized as ever.

Tanya Nichols CFP of Align Financial, a Limitless Adviser coaching alumnus who shared her
story on Financial Advisor Success Podcast, #150, started meeting surges so that she could
take back control of her time and “spend an abundance of time laughing with my kids.” In
one year, Tanya left her firm, started her own practice, and started taking every Friday off. In
her first year, she grew 12% while cutting her working hours in half – all while growing 30%
her first 2 ½ years in private practice.

Where other advisors would have sacrificed their life the first few years after opening a
practice, Tanya got hers back. And, her now 25- to 30-hour workweek has her spending a lot
more time laughing with her kids!

Systematize The Factory, Specialize The Focus

By decoupling the factory and focus work, you not only gain factory efficiencies; you harness
your greatest revenue-producing and value-delivering asset, advisor time.

One day, in a fit of frustration, Benjamin Brandt CFP of Capital City Wealth Management,
another Limitless Adviser alumnus – and father of six – concluded that if I could run a seven-
figure firm working 20 hours a week from a beach in Costa Rica, surely he could run his
practice in 25 hours a week from his office. Ben implemented the meeting surge strategy,
resulting in a 17-hour-per-week summer schedule that first year. Ben now runs his practice in
25 hours a week, giving him ample free time with his young family.

Ben shared how he implemented meeting surges in Financial Advisor Success Podcast
#181, allowing him to go from constantly frustrated to focused with plenty of free time, “It was
life-changing. I couldn’t have a podcast, 6 kids, and a growing practice without the surge
strategies.

Ben’s attitude about meeting surges is performance-driven. “Athletes are expected to be in
peak performance for game time, and most play only a few hours a year. The other half of
their time is dedicated to honing their skills and to recovery. As financial advisors, why do we
feel our work should be any different?”

Ben, Adam, Cathy, and Tanya all got serious about their surge strategy when they realized
their schedules weren’t serving clients, their practices, or their lives.

https://www.align.financial/
https://www.kitces.com/blog/tanya-nichols-align-financial-overcoming-burnout-getting-unstuck-fee-alignment/
https://retirementstartstoday.com/
https://www.kitces.com/blog/benjamin-brandt-retirement-starts-today-podcast-advisor-bismarck-north-dakota/
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The Sausage-Making of Meeting Surges

The meeting surge process isn’t particularly difficult, though the devil is in the details. The
strategy can be broken down into four simple, but non-negotiable steps:

Some advisors make the transition to surges over a period of time, while others implement
the transition swiftly. Adam Cmejla made the full transition in a year. Benjamin Brandt made
an intentional decision to ease into fewer months over two years, now surging for five weeks
each May and October.

Step 1: Confirm Schedules And Meeting Agendas; Launch Process

The first step is to decide what months you will meet with clients. The best practice is to offer
client review meetings twice per year, typically in May and again in the fall, usually October
or November.

Meetings in May allow for you to have a copy of your clients' latest tax return. Fall meetings
allow for end-of-year tax planning and client-specific conversations around Roths, RMDs,
Medicare exemptions, estate planning, and the like. This provides solid planning reasons for
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these meeting times while also freeing up traditionally busy times of the year around the
winter holidays, tax time, summer and spring break – for you, your team, and your clients.
Though you can choose to set client meetings in any months that work for you.

The list of clients with upcoming meetings is reviewed 4-6 weeks in advance of the surge.
The meeting agenda is reviewed, value-added content is confirmed, and the process of
personally preparing each client file begins.

Value-added content is specialized content provided in each meeting cycle focused on a
selected topic, personalized to the client. This includes educational pieces, planning topics
such as estate planning reviews, CARES Act and PPP loan implications, unique market
insights, or other special topics that rotate with each meeting cycle. This helps ensure that
meetings add deliver ongoing value and don’t get stale.

Additionally, the client file has been reviewed to note the client's goals, key information, and
any client-specific situations or needs.

Step 2: Preparing for the Meeting

Next, the client file and Agenda are prepared for the advisor’s review, following a tightly
defined preparation process reflecting your firm’s process and deliverables.

Meeting files are delivered to the advisor each Monday, where the advisor reviews each file
and makes any final changes, though few will be needed. At 9 meetings per week, an
advisor can easily spend 30 minutes of focused, dedicated time reviewing each file to be fully
prepared for the client meeting. This still leaves hours on Mondays for ongoing file review
and more complex clients.

The advisor also reviews the client’s agenda and can make note of any special issues or
talking points to be added. Then, a calendar scheduling link (using apps like Acuity or
Calendly) is sent to the client in an email with the proposed agenda, requesting clients to
schedule a time and share feedback on the agenda.

This step displays professionalism and credibility, builds critical trust equity, eliminates
surprises, and promotes efficiency.

Step 3: Meeting Surge Weeks

Meeting weeks run on a disciplined schedule. Each Monday, advisors do client meeting prep.
On Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays the advisor meets with clients at set meeting
times. The client meeting is either 45 minutes for virtual meetings or 75 minutes in-person.
 All meetings allow for 15-minutes of buffer time when detailed notes and next steps are
captured in a consistent process. A 60- to 90-minute meeting cycle comfortably allows for at
least 4 meetings per day, with time remaining and an hour for lunch.

https://www.kitces.com/blog/analyzing-the-cares-act-from-rebate-checks-to-small-business-relief-for-the-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.kitces.com/paycheck-protection-program-ppp-guide-for-financial-advisors-forgiveable-sba-loan/
https://www.kitces.com/blog/best-way-to-send-market-commentary-emails/
https://www.kitces.com/blog/how-to-do-a-backdoor-roth-ira-contribution-while-avoiding-the-ira-aggregation-rule-and-the-step-transaction-doctrine/
https://acuityscheduling.com/
https://calendly.com/
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An advisor’s first few surges will require far more physical stamina and mental energy than
they will over time. In the beginning, advisors will expend a lot of mental energy designing
and refining their systems, and physical stamina will be taxed engaging in highly focused
thought activity multiple times per day, multiple times per week. As with any fitness routine,
discipline and training yield the best results over time.

I recommend that advisors ease into their surge strategies at a challenging but not crushing
pace. You can comfortably begin with 2-3 meetings per day and build up your meeting
stamina to the surge schedule that’s right for you over time.

One firm’s advisor turns surge weeks into special weeks for herself and her staff. She orders
an in-house masseuse on Fridays, brings in fresh flowers, covers an open tab for breakfast
and lunch at the restaurant downstairs, and sends the team members gift cards for family
meals during surge weeks. Given how critical her team is to successful surges, she knows
it’s just as important to take care of her team as her clients!

Step 4: Meeting Follow Up

This step in the process provides a summary of the client meeting to the client, noting key
discussion points, decisions, action items, and timelines.

This is followed by automated and personal check-ins at 30-, 60- and/or 90-day intervals to
convey purpose, progress, and professionalism. The Limitless Adviser model meeting
incorporates the Carl Richards’ One Page Financial Plan concept, which advisors can
supplement with planning software or documentation used in support.

Done well, this approach and format not only makes delivering value easier, it also helps
turns the meeting follow-up process from rote work into really meaningful action steps toward
the goal, but that’s for another column.

Time Can’t Be Created But It Can Be Recaptured

The March 2019 Kitces Research study on how financial advisors spend their time reported
that advisors spend, in the average week, 8.8 hours meeting with clients, 5.3 hours in
meeting preparation, and 6.6 hours per week doing the supporting planning, investment, and
analytical work. Add in 6 hours per week for follow-up service work, and you total 26.7
advisor hours spent on client service each week.

Assuming an average of 100 clients per firm, that is 1,282 advisor hours on client services or
a heavy 12.8 hours per client. If you assume 200 clients per firm, which is certainly high, the
average is 6.4 hours per client. However many hours are spent, they are usually served via a
time consuming, constant churn of client meetings that consumes the year. This 'always-on’
model can be highly dilutive to the value delivered to clients, and it most definitely does not
allow for freedom from the office.

https://www.kitces.com/blog/how-do-financial-advisors-spend-time-research-study-productivity-capacity-efficiency/
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With the surge strategy, advisor service time predictably averages 6 hours per client. Yet,
almost magically, this is served up in four thoughtful hours for client meetings, two hours of
dedicated advisor service focused on the client’s situation and specialized needs, and the
core planning and investment work done in conjunction with client reviews.

A $500,000 practice can comfortably support 100 days off using meeting surges, and a
$1,000,000+ firm would be far more profitable under this approach while giving up some of
the stress that success brings, while gaining back some of the time that it tends to strip away.

Rather than spend hours of unproductive time being distracted by the non-revenue
producing task of managing the process and doing prep work, advisor time is refocused on
delivering tangible value to the client and growing the firm, with far greater ease and
enjoyment.

Changing Your Mind Changes Everything

At this point, the voices in your head may be objecting that your clients would never accept
the surge process, or that it simply won’t work for you. So, let me leave you with the most
convincing argument I can. If you want to make meeting surges work for you the way they
have for Ben, Tiffany, Adam, Cathy, and countless others, take the time to rethink everything
about your business.

Michael Kitces recently joined me with Limitless Adviser coaches Adam Cmejla and Tiffany
Charles in our free Open for Opportunity series where we talked about how much an
advisor’s thinking becomes the secret weapon that can help them accelerate their success
with greater ease than they ever thought possible.

In this same session, Michael shared how our coaching work together helped him to apply
this same rethinking strategy in his own life.

In one of our calls, Michael shared that he had once received a letter of resignation from a
key team member – a significant event that came with some not-so-insignificant stressors.

“Michael,” I asked, “What would it take to make this the best thing that could have happened
to your business?”

He met this question with an uncharacteristic pause. Within such questions, you play a well-
intentioned trick on your brain, re-directing your hard-wired survival response to focus on
new, more empowering problems from which to save you.

When you ask better questions, you get better answers.

By our next call, Michael had clarity on how he could not only address the staffing shift but
also use this inflection point to advance his strategy in ways that turned far-off goals into
near-term possibilities.

https://limitlessadviser.clickfunnels.com/lssw
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As Michael tells the story, that first question and those that followed helped him make his
“biggest shifts ever” including meaningful pivots to his business strategy, record revenue
growth, and, perhaps most important, being more fulfilled and excited than ever about his
work.

Michael’s results are a direct reflection of his willingness to rethink everything and step, often
uncomfortably, into better questions.

With that, I offer you a similarly powerful question, “What would it take for you to deliver two
times the value to your own clients in half the time with greater ease, and still be able to take
100 days a year away from the office without worry?”

You now have the mindset and the methods to make meeting surges a move-the-needle
event that elevates your service while supporting a wildly successful practice and life that
you love.

Now, rethink how you peel that banana… and everything else in your practice!

In response to the overwhelming feedback to the “Open for Opportunity: How to Succeed in
Any Market” series with Stephanie Bogan, Michael Kitces, Adam Cmejla, and Tiffany
Charles, Limitless Adviser will be offering a complimentary course on client meeting surges
later this year.

To join the waiting list, simply visit https://limitlessadviser.com/client-surge-kitces
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